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ABSTRACT
Mapping steep outcrops by hand is dangerous, time consuming and gathering images
parallel to a cliff face is difficult to nearly impossible. Wyoming has many extensive, steep,
surface outcrops that in the subsurface are petroleum-producing formations. The Powder River
Basin (PRB) of Wyoming has been a prolific producer of petroleum since the late 1800s, and
with continual advances in technology production continues to increase. During the Cretaceous,
the PRB was inundated by the Western Interior Seaway. Sand-clay sequences corresponding to
transgressions and regressions were deposited and resulted in the Campanian Shannon Member
of the Cody Formation. The Shannon Member thickens to the west and thins to the east, but is
still laterally extensive. In the western part of the basin, the Shannon Member has several
surface exposures up to 36 m in thickness. These outcrops form steep cliffs of friable sandstone
that pose safety risks for detailed close-up examination. Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) or
drones allow for detailed imaging of the outcrops without risk to an individual.

Field research during the summer of 2017 was conducted in Natrona County, Wyoming.
Images were collected using the DJI Phantom 4 Pro UAS. Image processing was performed
using Agisoft PhotoScan and was concurrent with flight operations and continued into the fall.
PhotoScan stitched images together to create 360° outcrop models. Three large outcrops were
mapped and modeled successfully and are now in a three-dimensional digital model form.

xiv

Results show that drones are extremely useful tools for geologic mapping and in
combination with image processing software can yield a product with many applications. This
project produced high quality, georeferenced, 3D models of three outcrops of Shannon
Sandstone Member. These models can be used to study outcrops without needing to be in the
field. Studying the models allows for identification of sedimentary structures and facies changes.
PhotoScan also has the ability to give exact geographical locations of outcrops and accurate
measurements of outcrop features.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Aerial Systems
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs), commonly called “drones,” are becoming widely
recognized as an important tool for preforming tasks that humans cannot do in a timely, efficient,
or safe manner, or at locations that cannot be reached without difficulty or at all. These
machines are distinctive because they do not require (and most cannot support) an onboard pilot
which means they can be made quite small. There are two main UAS styles, rotary and fixedwing. Fixed-wing machines are similar to airplanes, while rotary drones are like helicopters;
each has advantages in certain applications. Fixed-wing drones are better for large-scale
mapping such as rural land surveying, agriculture, GIS, mining, and construction. They have a
high cruising speed, that allows them to cover large areas in shorter times, have longer flight
times, and better wind resistance. Fixed-wing cameras capture images with a resolution of 1 cm
to 1 in per pixel. However, they need a larger takeoff and landing area since they are not capable
of vertical maneuvers and tend to be more expensive.
Rotary drones are better suited for inspections and small area mapping. Compared with
fixed-winds, these machines have low cruising speeds, can cover small areas, and have shorter
flight times and wind resistance. However, they need exceptionally small landing/ take off
locations, and have better maneuverability. Rotary drone cameras can produce close-up images
1

with resolutions of 1 mm per pixel. Fixed-wing aircraft can support higher payloads than a
multirotor, but this is not necessarily a benefit, because they must carry their fuel source that is
often substantial and a multirotor must only support one onboard battery. Image collection is
only half of the mission; the other critical component is the image compilation and processing.
This Project
Images were collected using the DJI Phantom 4 Pro, then transferred to a storage device
each day after mapping to be modeled. A software called PhotoScan by Agisoft was used to
process drone images. PhotoScan is relatively simple to use. First, images are collected and
transferred to a storage device. Images are imported into the model builder. Images are aligned
and stitched together, followed by construction of a dense cloud. PhotoScan models are
generated in a few steps using multiple algorithms. Points that are stable under viewpoint and
lighting variations are detected in photos and a descriptor is generated for each point based on
the points local neighborhood. These descriptors detect correspondence between photos later.
Orientation is solved using a broad algorithm to find approximate camera locations which is
refined later with a bundle-adjustment algorithm. Dense cloud surface reconstruction is solved
based on either pairwise depth map computation or a multi-view approach. PhotoScan
parametrizes the surface and blends together source images to create a texture atlas. At the end
of these steps there is a 3D model constructed from the pictures. The Shannon Sandstone
Member is an ideal example for this mapping and modeling project because it has a number of
extensive cliffs showing the strata in great detail. The Shannon Sandstone was the subject of this
project; it was chosen as the subject because it has been thoroughly examined and very welldocumented. The detailed documentation is important to verify the quality of models produced.

2

Geologic Background
The Powder River Basin (PRB) is a structural feature of northeastern Wyoming and
southeastern Montana (Fig. 1). The basin has been a prolific petroleum producer since the late
1800s (Dolton & Fox, 1995) and also produces vast amounts of coal, uranium and several other
natural resources. Structural deformation in the basin began during Upper Cretaceous and
continued through the Eocene (Curry, 1971). During the Paleozoic and Mesozoic, the basin was
periodically flooded by epicontinental seas that deposited clastic and carbonate sediments (Fig.
2). Although there are many unconformities representative of non-deposition or erosion, strata
of Cambrian to Cretaceous are largely concordant. Cretaceous rocks of the PRB are
predominantly sandstone and shale that have formed stratigraphic traps, often near their source
beds. Lower and Upper Cretaceous strata are conformable with the Lower Cretaceous strata
below and Paleocene strata above, but several extensive unconformities occur within.

3

Figure 1: Powder River Basin boundary (outlined in blue). (Anna, 2009).

4

Figure 2: North America during the Upper Cretaceous -75Ma. (Ron Blakey, http://www2.nau.edu/rcb7/)

Drilling activity in the basin was growing at one of the fastest rates in the nation until
May 2014, when the price of oil dropped and several operators abandoned their plays. The
companies that pulled out of did so because of the low margins between oil value and cost of
extraction and transport. However, according to an article on Oilprice.com in June 2017, “EOG,
Chesapeake, and Devon Energy are planning to spend a combined US$600 million” in the
Powder River Basin and “pipeline operators are eager to expand in that direction.” The primary
reason for this, not unsurprisingly, is that the cost of land and leases in Wyoming is significantly

5

lower than prices in the Permian Basin and other major basins in the United States. Thus, better
understanding of the producing sandstone units in the PRB is of ever increasing importance.

Powder River Basin Geologic History

The PRB is a Laramide-age structural basin that contains various types of petroleum
traps. It is a deep, asymmetric, north-northwest trending basin. Roughly 100 miles (161 km)
wide, 230 miles (370 km) long, and covers an area approximately 20,000 miles2 (51,799 km2)
(Beikman, 1962), most of which is in Wyoming. Rocks in the basin dip gently on the eastern
margin and steeply on the western margin. The PRB is surrounded on all sides; beginning in
Wyoming with the Bighorn Mountains on the west side, the Casper Arch to the southwest, the
Laramie Range to the south, Hartville Uplift on the southeast, Black Hills to the east, and finally,
Porcupine Dome and Mile City Arch on the northern edge in Montana (Fig. 3). Formed during
the Early Tertiary, the PRB is an intermontane, compressional foreland basin (Merewether,
1996). During the Cretaceous, the PRB was part of a subsiding trough that formed on the east
side of the Sevier orogenic belt and was inundated by the Western Interior Seaway during most
of the Cretaceous. Westward transgressions and eastward regressions of the epicontinental sea
characterize the Upper Cretaceous strata of the PRB. The Steele Member of the Cody Formation
is a thick marine sequence of dark gray shales that are considered good source rocks (Nuccio,
1990). Shannon Sandstone, the subject of the research, is a member of the Cody Formation. The
Shannon is a good reservoir and is very near to a high quality source bed.

6

Figure 3: Structural features adjacent to the Powder River Basin. (Anna, 2009).
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Orogenies
Mountain building events have played a large role in trap formation in the PRB, the two
main events being the Sevier Orogeny and the Laramide Orogeny. The Sevier Orogeny took
place roughly 150 to 40 million years ago (Jurassic to Eocene). Plate collision caused stress and
compression leading to crustal thickening in Nevada, Utah, Idaho and Wyoming. The Sevier
Orogeny led to thin-skinned deformation in Wyoming, meaning the deformation did not involve
the basement rocks. Regional flexural subsidence caused by the flexural loading of the
Cordilleran fold-and-thrust belt began in the Late Jurassic and continued to Upper Cretaceous
(Carrapa & Fan, 2014).
The Laramide Orogeny, caused thick-skinned deformation in Wyoming, displacing both
crystalline basement rocks and sedimentary rocks. The orogeny occurred approximately 70 to 40
million years before present and was caused by the subduction of the Farallon Plate under the
North American Plate, again, leading to horizontal compression and mountain building.

Source Rocks of Powder River Basin
A Total Petroleum System (TPS) contains all the essential elements and processes and all
genetically related hydrocarbons that originated from one pod of active source rocks and occurs
in accumulations, seeps or shows. Geologically based, the TPS concept is focused on
stratigraphy of reservoir and source rocks, tectonic events, trap and seal formation, timing and
burial history (Anna, 2009). The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has defined five TPSs
in the PRB that are subdivided into Assessment Units (AUs) based upon related geologic
characteristics. The Shannon Sandstone is part of the USGS Sussex-Shannon AU (Fig. 4) within
the Niobrara TPS. An events chart graphically describes the temporal evolution of a TPS and
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AU using three components. These are “(1) the intervals of time during which source, reservoir,
and seal rocks were deposited; (2) the timing of hydrocarbon generation, migration, and
accumulation; and (3) the period of time during which traps were formed” (Anna, 2009, p. 1).

Figure 4: Events chart of Shannon-Sussex Assessment Unit (AU), part of the Niobrara Total Petroleum System (TPS). (Anna,
2009).

Project Study Area
The outcrops studied in this project are in the northeast corner of Natrona County in
eastern Wyoming. Found roughly 3.3 mi (5.3 km) west of Edgerton, Wyoming, the outcrops
cover an area of a few square kilometers. A central coordinate of the area is latitude 43.362315°
N and longitude 106.251606° W (Fig. 5). These outcrops are approximately 0.62 mi (1 km) east
of the oldest field in Wyoming, Salt Creek Oilfield, the largest pool ever found in the Rocky
Mountain region, and one of the largest in the United States.

9

Figure 5: Study area and Shannon Sandstone outcrops, Natrona County, Wyoming. View facing north-east.

The Shannon Sandstone
Discovery
The Shannon Sandstone is named after Phillip Martin Shannon, a successful oil man from
Pennsylvania. The first Shannon well was drilled to a depth of 700 ft (~213 m) and began
producing in August 1890.

10

Geologic History
A member of the lower Campanian (Fig. 6) Cody Formation, the Shannon Sandstone
(and overlying Sussex) are the distal ends of a transgressive-regressive wedge of a delta system
on the western margin of the Western Interior Seaway. Crews et al. (1976) suggested in the
central part of the basin the Shannon is disconformable with the rocks underlying it and that the
coarsest grained beds may be found in any part (lower, middle or upper) of the member. “In the
subsurface, the Shannon is encased in shale that provides a seal for stratigraphic traps” (Miller,
2007, p. 27). The Shannon ranges in thickness from 80 to 260 ft (~24 – 79 m) and averages 160
ft (~49 m). The fine-to-medium-grained sandstone of the Shannon are light gray, gray-green or
buff in color. The formation may contain as many as five distinct sands and where the Shannon
does not contain discrete sand bodies, it consists of very fine-grained sandstones and siltstones
interbedded with shale (Watson, 1980).

11

Figure 6: Stratigraphic column showing Shannon and Sussex Members (color). (USGS, https://pubs.usgs.gov/dds/dds033/USGS_3D/ssx_txt/geology.htm).

Shannon Member Depositional History
Sediments deposited in shallow marine environments tend to be some of the most
difficult strata to understand in terms of their depositional history. The Shannon Member is no
different; there are two popular hypotheses, one from 1984 and one from 2006, and some other,
less popular ideas proposed. The first was published by Martinsen and Tillman (1984) suggested
that the Shannon was deposited as offshore bars. Walker and Bergman (2006), more recently
suggested deposition occurred as a lowstand shoreface.
12

Hypothesis I- Tillman and Martinsen, 1984
The Shannon Sandstone Member of the Cody Shale was interpreted as staked shelf-ridge
(bar) complexes (Tillman and Martinsen, 1984). These complexes were deposited at the middle
to inner shelf depths by currents flowing to the southwest and parallel to currents no less than 70
mi from the shore; frequent and periodic storms intensified theses currents. Using lithology, and
physical, and biological sedimentary structures, Tillman and Martinsen defined eleven facies in
Shannon outcrops at Salt Creek. They observed relatively abrupt lateral and vertical facies
changes in closely spaced outcrop sections and noticed a general coarsening-upward sequence
with Interbar facies often immediately underlying Central Bar Facies. Shelf ridge complexes
designated by Tillman and Martinsen, (1984) were described as principally composed of
moderately to highly glauconitic, fine- to medium-grained lithic sandstone.
This study took place from 1977-1981 near the Salt Creek Field in the Powder River
Basin of Wyoming. The field research was conducted by multiple field parties using a Jacob’s
staff and Brunton compass. This was paired with detailed sketches and descriptions for each of
the measured sections.
Of the eleven facies four were classified as “uncommon,” another as “poorly preserved,”
four as “common,” one as “moderately common,” and one as “very common.” Shelf Sandstone
Facies, Shelf Siltstone Facies, Shelf Silty Shale Facies, Central Bar (Planar Laminated) Facies
and Interbar Facies are all considered uncommon or poorly preserved and will not be discussed.
The Interbar Sandstone Facies is very common and is described as a fine-grained sandstone with
often indistinct bedding and little to no silty shale. The moderately common Central Marine Bar
Facies is a medium-grained sandstone with local siderite clasts and cross-bedding. Bioturbated
Shelf Sandstone Facies is comprised of a dark gray siltstone that is both shaly and slightly sandy.
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It is heavily bioturbated (upward of 75%), in which bedding and physical structures are rarely
preserved. Bioturbated Shelf Siltstone Facies is a siltstone with shale and very fine-grained sand
present that is also heavily bioturbated (more than 75%) and has few preserved physical
structures. Bar Margin Facies (Type 1) is a fine- to medium-grained sandstone with moderateangle troughs and shale and limonite rip-up clasts. Bar Margin Facies (Type 2) is very similar to
Type 1, but has fewer clasts. It is comprised of interbedded sequences of troughs overlain by
beds of ripples.

14

Figure 7: Stratigraphic column by Tillman and Martinsen (1984) of Measured section W2A. This measured section was also
examined for this project.

15

Measured section W2A is located in Township 39 N, Range 78 W where the outcrop
flown with the drone for this project were located. This measured section correlates to Outcrop 3
from this study. Figures 8 and 9 show the difference in camera quality and image resolution from
1984 to 2017.

Figure 8: Image from Tillman and Martinsen (1984) of Shannon outcrop. “Basal unit (below arrow) is a Bioturbated Shelf
Siltstone, Unit 5. Between arrows is an Interbar Sandstone Facies, Unit 6. At the top is Bar Margin Facies (Type 2), Unit 7.”
This image corresponds to Fig. 9.

16

Figure 9: Image of Outcrop 3 (OC-3) taken with the drone used for this study. This is a picture of the same outcrop as seen in
Fig. 8, but in much higher resolution. Different facies have been marked based on color, texture and in conjunction with arrows
placed by Tillman and Martinsen (Fig. 8).

Hypothesis II- Walker and Bergman, 2006
Walker and Bergman (2006) reinterpreted the Shannon Sandstone in Wyoming as
lowstand shoreface deposits. They wrote that there is evidence that cross-bedded sandstone units
have an erosive contact with the underlying facies. “The abrupt and probably erosive facies
contacts, along with the trace fauna, suggest that the cross-bedded sandstones in this succession
represent a shoreface deposit formed during a stage of actively falling relative sea level,” (p.
839). The muddy and bioturbated sandstones that overlie the Shannon here represent shoreface
deposition terminated by a transgression. Bergman and Walker thus argued that rather than the
sand being transported more than 100 km from the shore, deposited and then molded into shelf17

ridge bars, the shoreline itself more likely moved into the Salt Creek area during relative sea
level fall. This relative drop in sea level happened twice, creating vertically stacked sandstone
packages.

Petroleum Production of the Shannon Member
An updated assessment of undiscovered oil and gas resources in the PRB performed by
the U.S. Geological Survey (2006), estimated 16.6 trillion ft3 of natural gas, 639 million barrels
of oil and 131 million barrels of natural gas liquid remain in the basin. Discoveries in the
Shannon-Sussex Play have produced roughly 18 million barrels of oil (MMBO) and 90 billion ft3
of gas (BCFG). Hartzog Draw is the largest Shannon field to date, with recoverable resources of
at least 120 MMBO and 35 BCFG (Dolton and Fox, 1995). According to the Wyoming Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission (WOGCC), in 2013, in Campbell and Converse Counties alone,
204 horizontal wells were spudded and another 522 horizontal wells received drilling permits.
Although drilling was decreased because of OPEC and other concerns near the end of 2014,
Shannon oil production was steady and growing in March of 2014 (Figure 10). According to
Natural Gas Intel “The PRB technically stretches into Montana, but the Wyoming portion of the basin
typically accounts for 98%-99% of its annual production.”

18

Figure 10: Powder River Basin oil production over 14-year interval. (Energy Information Administration, 2014).

Technologic Advances in Petroleum Production
“We usually find oil in a new place with old ideas. Sometimes, we find oil in an old place
with a new idea, but we seldom find much oil in an old place with an old idea. Several times in
the past we have thought that we were running out of oil, when actually we were running out of
ideas,” (Dickey, 1958, p. 84). This famous quote by Parke Dickey refers specifically to finding
oil, but is just as aptly applied to its production. Most of the major breakthroughs in the
petroleum industry in the past few decades have not been in finding new reserves, but how to
better produce the existing ones. New methods and technology have resulted in a shift from
conventional to unconventional resource extraction. Conventional resources refer to gas or oil
that flows naturally or can be pumped out of the formation with relative ease. Unconventional
resources on the other hand, generally signify rocks with low permeability, so the oil and gas
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does not flow naturally through pore spaces within the rocks. The best-known of the
unconventionals are shale plays, tight oil and gas, and coalbed methane. Although the
hydrocarbons have been known in these rocks for a long time, only recently has extraction
become possible. The foremost of these techniques are horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing.
The aim of this project is to put forth a new way of studying outcrops. Outcrop studies
have many benefits that cores and drill cuttings do not. Outcrops provide a broader view of
stratigraphy, structural features, and sedimentary structures. Cores are advantageous because
they can be brought back to an office or lab for continued examination while outcrops cannot.
However, this project will make it possible for outcrops to be studied outside the field in the
form of georeferenced, 3D models.
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CHAPTER II
HYPOTHESIS
Drone mapping of surface outcrops creates geologic maps/models that are equal to or
greater in quality and detail than existing maps and data. Collecting geologic data with a drone
will be easier, faster and safer than traditional hand mapping. Using image processing software,
three-dimensional, high-resolution, georeferenced models will be created of strata that can be
studied in detail as required without the need to scale cliffs or reach nearly inaccessible locations.
3D models of outcrops are an advanced presentation of geologic information.
This project will evaluate a new geologic mapping technique using a well-documented
unit, the Shannon Sandstone, as the subject. The hypothesis will be tested by evaluating the
quality of the resulting 3D models with to current information available about the Shannon
Member.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
UAS
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) is generally interchangeable with the terms UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), unmanned aircraft and drone. UASs are regulated by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), and are governed by numerous laws and guidelines. To fly a
drone for commercial or institutional (including educational) purposes an individual must be
sixteen years old, be able to read, speak and understand English and is required to pass the
Aeronautical Knowledge Test and a federal background check. This license qualifies a person to
fly any unmanned aircraft, for research or commercial purposes, that weighs less than 55 pounds.
A DJI Phantom 4 Pro aircraft was used for this study. It is a quadcopter that is lifted and
propelled by four rotors located on the top of the device. This machine comes equipped with a
camera and gimbal system, and sensors on all sides. These sensors allow for front, rear, left, and
right obstacle avoidance and detection, as well as vertical (above and below) detection and
avoidance. The camera has a 1-inch 20-megapixel CMOS sensor and supports both images and
videos. Images taken with this camera were in RGB (red-green-blue) format. The camera with
the machine does not support thermal or multispectral images.
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The flight battery has an operation time of roughly 30 minutes. The entire set up, drone,
battery and propellers weigh 1,388 grams. The system is also equipped with GPS and
GLONASS and can operate between 32° and 104° Fahrenheit. The maximum speeds of this
machine are 6 meters/second ascending, 4 meters/second descending and 45 mph or 72
kilometers/hour horizontally.
Agisoft PhotoScan
PhotoScan is a photogrammetric software created by Agisoft© that has most functions
for image processing. The standard edition of PhotoScan comes with four features, while the
professional edition, used for this project, comes with twelve main features, some of the eminent
being: generation and texturing of 3D models, panoramic stitching, dense point cloud editing and
classification, photogrammetric triangulation, and many more. Agisoft works by searching for
interest points, a point or feature that stands out, in each image and studying the area around the
points (local neighborhood). Then interest points are matched based on their local neighborhood
comparison. Agisoft recommends having 80% forward overlap and 60% side overlap of images
from aerial photography. Having this much overlap allows the software to find interest points in
multiple images and has a broader view of the local neighborhood that leads to more accurate
alignment and more detailed dense point clouds.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Field work for this project extended between June 5, 2017 and August 11. There were
minor setbacks throughout the process, but nearly 10,000 images were collected by the end of the
summer.
Outcrop Examination
Three main outcrops that clearly show the full Shannon Sandstone thickness so these
became the focus of the study. The outcrops were named 1, 2 and 3. Outcrop 1 (OC-1), is a
distorted triangle shape that is roughly 0.11 mi (~177 m) on the east-facing side, the south-facing
side is 0.08 mi (~128 m) and the west facing cliff is approximately 0.13 mi (209 m) (Fig. 11).
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Figure 1: Outcrop 1 (OC-1) showing approximate lengths of cliff faces measured on Google Earth .

Outcrop 2 (OC-2) is the smallest of the three, but has a full 360° access. This outcrop is basically
an hourglass shape and measures 0.07 mi (~113 m) from the west-northwest corner to the eastsoutheast corner (Fig. 12).
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Figure 2: Outcrop 2 (OC-2) showing the length of outcrop measured using Google Earth.

The third outcrop (OC-3) (Fig. 13) is the only one of the three that does not have full
(360°) imaging, because it is so large it dips into the subsurface and is covered to the east. This
outcrop was still one of the main cliffs used for the study because it has a south-southeast facing
side that is 0.11 mi (~177 m) long, a west-facing cliff that is approximately 0.21 mi (~338 m)
long and a west-northwest-facing side that measure roughly 0.23 mi (370 m) (Fig. 10). The
distance from the north point of OC-1 to the west point of OC-2 is ~0.37 of a mi (~595 m) and
~0.03 mi (~48 m) from the east point of OC-2 to the south corner of OC-3.
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Figure 3: Outcrop 3 (OC-3) with lengths of mapped cliff faces measured using Google Earth.
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Figure 4: Location of Outcrops 1-3 (OC-1, OC-2, OC-3) relative to each other and relative to Wyoming Highway 259 headed
north to Edgerton, Wyoming.
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Data Collection
Data collection was straightforward. The drone was flown horizontally from one end of
the outcrop to the other at a constant speed and images taken at specific intervals. The camera on
the drone has a timer that was set to capture an image every five seconds. The machine was
flown slowly and steadily, around 15 mph. Keeping a constant flight speed and constant photo
capture made it simple to take pictures with the proper amount of overlap without taking an
unnecessary amount.
Data Modeling
The modeling process has three steps. First, the images are selected and imported; this
only takes a few seconds, generally less than twenty. Figure 14 (below) shows the PhotoScan
work main screen after photos have been imported, but the modeling has not been started. The
sphere in the center of the gray area is what the model is built around and has three axes: a
vertical red line that rotates around the x axis, a horizontal green line that rotates about the y axis
and a blue line that rotates around the z axis.
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Figure 5: Main screen in Agisoft PhotoScan after images have been imported (Step 1) for OC-2. Imported pictures are at the
bottom, workspace (shows information about current model) is on the right, and toolbars at the top. The large gray space is
where the model will be constructed. The sphere in the center is the axes which the model will rotate around.

The second step is photo alignment, which has five resolution settings ranging from
lowest to ultra-high. This step serves to find similar points or details in more than one image and
align them to construct the models’ base layer. Photo alignment has three components: 1)
detecting points, 2) selecting points, and 3) matching points. The time that this step takes is
dependent on the processing power of the computer being used, number of images and
resolution. Figure 16 and 17 both show the output from the photo alignment step on medium
resolution.
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Figure 6: North-facing side of OC-2 after photos have been aligned (step 2).

Figure 7: Oblique view of west-facing side of OC-2, after step 2.
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The third and final step is building of the dense point-cloud. A point cloud is a set of data points
in a coordinate system that generally represent the external surface of an object.
Figures 18, 19 and 20 (below) all show final results after the dense cloud has been
constructed. The model shown in Figures 15-20 was created using thirty-one photos and was run
on medium resolution for both the photo alignment step and dense cloud step. 33,301 reference
points were located. This model was able to run very quickly because very few pictures were
used and it was only run on medium resolution. However, this is not the best model because of
this.

Figure 8: North-facing side of Outcrop 2, after dense cloud construction (Step 3).
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Figure 9: West-facing side of OC-2 after step 3.

Figure 10: West (left) and south-facing sides of OC-2 after step 3.
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During the summer while mapping was taking place, some modeling was being
performed, but the machine used had lower processing power and took much longer to produce
results than the computers used at the university. Depending on the compute, the image
alignment step will take somewhere between thirty minutes to twelve hours. The third step is
building the dense cloud. This step takes the longest, usually about two to four times longer than
whatever it took for the photo alignment step. The modeling process, although not difficult, it is
computationally intensive and should be allotted plenty of time.

Figure 11: West-facing side of Outcrop 1 (OC-1). Red rectangle shows the area depicted in Fig. 22 and 23.
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Figure 12: West-facing cliff of OC-1, location shown in Fig. 21. The red rectangle shows the zoomed in image in Fig. 23. Scale =
25.6 m.

Figures 21, 22 and 23 are images taken from the first successful model, created in June. They
show the west facing cliff face on Outcrop 1 (OC-1) and a representation of the detail that can be
produced. These were made on medium resolution for each step, were generated using seventytwo photos and had 73,765 points.
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Figure 13: West-facing cliff of OC-1, zoomed in section from Fig. 22 to show detail in model. Scale = 7.37 m.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS
Mapping of Outcrops
Prior to this study, no data was available about an ideal distance to fly a drone from an
outcrop to capture the best images with consideration to geological features of interest. To find
the ideal length from outcrop to drone a systematic approach of testing was developed. First, the
length between outcrop and drone would be tested by capturing images at a close distance then
gradually move the drone farther from the outcrop by approximately ten feet each time until
finding the best images. The best images are a function of the amount of outcrop face and
amount of detail. The drone was flown approximately 5 to 10 ft away from the cliffs. At this
distance photographing the entire cliff face would require upwards of 200 images for the smaller
sides. Flying farther away from the outcrop, somewhere between seventy and eighty feet back,
made it possible to image the entire face in ten to twenty images, but produced noticeably lower
quality when stitched together in the model. The drone was flown at many distances between
these two extremes at intervals of ten feet to find the ideal distance, which turned out to be
roughly 30-40 ft away from the cliff face. This is based on three factors: the number of photos,
the amount of outcrop in each image (to get enough overlap) and the processing time. This
distance made it possible to fit the entire outcrop from top to base in the image generally and
would require capturing roughly 40 to 70 images from end to end. When processed on high or
ultra-high resolution this would give results comparable to images taken only a few feet from the
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outcrop; but since there were fewer photos needed to cover the sides the modeling time was
significantly shorter.
Modeling of Outcrops
The modeling process, similar to the mapping process, involved some experimentation to
find the best balance between resolution and processing time. The processing time varies with
number of images and resolution quality. There are five resolution settings for both the image
alignment and dense cloud construction steps in PhotoScan: lowest, low, medium, high and ultrahigh. Each higher quality level increases the density of points four times and increases the
accuracy of each point by two times. Obviously, ultra-high takes the longest, but produces the
best quality, while lowest gives lower quality results, but in a shorter time. Similarly, the higher
the number of images used per model the better it will be, but again, will take more time. Fewer
images can be processed faster, but will produce results of a lesser quality. Models made with a
few images on low quality turned out results that were decent for a broad view, but had low
quality when zoomed in and were not useful for inspecting things like sedimentary structures or
facies changes. Models run with hundreds of images with higher accuracy would produce the
best results that could be used to easily identify structures and facies changes, but could take
upwards of a week or two to run. Ultimately, the best compromise between these aspects was
using fewer images, taken farther from the cliffs, and running on the ultra-high setting.
External Factors
During the eight weeks spent mapping, several factors prevented data collection, such as:
weather issues (wind, rain and heat) mechanical issues with the machine and lighting. Weather
caused the most trouble for many reasons. First, the drone is not recommended to be flown in
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winds over 20 mph and Wyoming is usually windy. Second, rain would obviously bring work to
a halt since the drone is not water resistant. Lastly, the drone cannot be operated in temperatures
higher than 104° Fahrenheit, so there were a few times in the early afternoon when operations
had to be suspended. Even though the temperature never got to the maximum, the machine had
trouble operating when it reached the high 90°s.
The last weather related issue was lighting. Since the cliffs that needed photographed
faced many different directions, the light hit them at different times of day. To get the best
photos possible, each face needed to be photographed when the sun was as close to parallel to the
face as possible to reduce shadows. The earliest mapping done was around 6:45 A.M. for east
facing cliffs, and the latest was nearly 8:45 P.M. for west facing cliffs and there was a great deal
of images gathered at various times throughout the day; south facing cliffs were best imaged
between 10AM and 6PM. During the modeling process, it was discovered that PhotoScan does
not easily mosaic images if the color is too variant. Photos of an outcrop taken in full sunlight
will not stitch together with photos of a different side taken in the shade. Regulating camera
setting like ISO can adjust for this in the field.
Limitations of Study
There were also some limitations encountered involving the drone. Mainly, that the drone
has no way physically to interact with the rocks, (i.e., it is not possible to collect samples or to
use hydrochloric acid to test for calcite). Samples were collected in the field, but were taken
from lower parts of the outcrop or from pieces of rock that had fallen from the top of the outcrop.
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Models
Figures 24-32 are all clips from a model built with 286 images on high accuracy for both
image alignment and dense cloud construction. Photo alignment found 110,253 points for
correlation and the dense point-cloud had 336,460,736 points.
A great amount of detail can be seen in the models from sedimentary structures to
lithological changes. Some of the sedimentary structures are rip-up clasts, concretions and
multiple types of bedding. Figure 29 is of the top of the cliff and clearly shows cross bedding and
also potentially some cut-and-fill bedding. Figure 27 shows beautiful planar bedding and some
possible cut-and-fill bedding near the top of the image. Close up images like Figures 26, 27, 28
and 29 are ideal for picking out small scale sedimentary structures and fine details. Wider angle
images from the models such as Figures 24, 25, 30, 31 and 32 are better suited for identifying
larger scale lithological changes. Figure 32 shows the four major lithological divisions. The
boundaries have been placed in these locations based on color, texture and sedimentary
structures.

Figure 1: West-facing side of Outcrop 3 (OC-3). Red rectangle shows the area zoomed in to in Fig. 25. This model was created
using 286 images.
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Figure 2: Zoomed in image from Fig. 24. Shows exact location of Fig. 26 (teal), Fig. 28 (yellow) and Fig. 29 (pink). Scale = 77.4
m.

Figure 3: Middle of OC-3, location depicted in Fig. 25. Purple rectangle shows location of Figure 27. Scale = 27.8 m.
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Figure 4: Middle of OC-3, close-up from Fig. 26. Planar bedding present near the bottom of outcrop. Possibly some cut-and-fill
bedding can be seen at the top of this figure. Scale = 4.2 m.

Figure 5: Middle of OC-3, exact location can be seen in Fig. 25. Large concretion can be seen in the middle of image (red
arrow). Possible lag deposits with rip-up clasts below concretion. Scale = 5.4 m.
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Figure 6: Close up image of top of OC-3. Location in outcrop shown in Fig. 24. Shows cross bedding (red arrows) and possible
cut-and-fill bedding (blue arrow). White line measures 4.26 meters.

Figure 7: Model of OC-3, west-facing cliff. Scale (orange line) = 340 m from end to end. Coordinates of the right end of line are
Latitude 43.362558° N and Longitude 106.250358° W.
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Figure 8: West-facing side OC-3, Enlargement of south end of Fig 29. Scale (orange line) = 31.2 m from bottom to top of the
outcrop. The top white dot is at Latitude 43.362725° N and Longitude 106.250392° W.

Figure 9: West-facing cliff of OC-3 with facies tops. Four major lithological units inferred from changes in color, texture, and
sedimentary features.

This research successfully mapped outcrops and produced models in which various
geologic features are discernable. This was all accomplished in a short time period and
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identifiable facies changes are comparable to other outcrop studies performed by hand. The field
work for the Tillman and Martinsen (1984) study took four years (from 1977-1981) whereas the
mapping of outcrops for this study took only a few months. Figures 8 and 9 show the difference
in camera quality, which is substantial, and makes it possible to identify facies changes simply
from images. Having these high quality photos turned into 3D models, however, is even better
for geologic understanding. The facies identified and described by Tillman and Martinsen in
1984 can easily be located in the models this project produced. Although the resolution of the
models is not high enough to classify bioturbation, other sedimentary structures such as rip-up
clasts and planar-bedding and cross-bedding can be recognized. The outcrop shown in Figures 33
and 34 was broken into three facies by Tillman and Martinsen; the top (above arrows) is Bar
Margin Facies (Type 2), the middle (between arrows) is an Interbar Sandstone Facies and below
the lower arrow is Bioturbated Shelf Siltstone.
Bioturbated Shelf Siltstone was described as being comprised of mostly siltstone with
some very fine-grained sandstone and approximately 20% shale. Physical structures are mostly
small ripples and subhorizontal laminations and bedding in this facies is horizontal and diffuse.
A gradational to sharp contact can be found at the upper contact, but in this outcrop it is
gradational into the Interbar Sandstone Facies. This facies is comprised of mostly fine-grained
horizontal rippled sandstone beds with virtually no silty shale. Few shallow erosional channels
were noted. This facies has nearly uniform grain size and cementation. Occasionally a sharp
contact is observed, but more often the upper contact is gradational. As seen in Figure 33, this
facies grades into the Bar Margin Facies (Type 2). The Bar Margin Facies (Type 2) is a fine- to
medium-grained cross-bedded sandstone interbedded with thin rippled sandstone beds. The
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cross beds can be troughs to planar. This facies also contains rip-up clasts and lenses of shale and
limonite.

Figure 10:South south-west-facing view of OC-2 taken
from model. Arrows point to facies changes.

Figure 114:South south-west-facing view of Measured
Section W2A from Tillman and Martinsen (1984). Arrows
point to facies changes.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
Overall Results

This research proves that UAS are an effective way to gather data for steep outcrops. It
can be done quickly, easily and safely. The up-front cost of a drone will likely be recouped
quickly since the time required in the field is significantly diminished. This project also shows
that PhotoScan by Agisoft is a very useful tool for generating high-quality three-dimensional
models. Overall, this study was successful in producing high-resolution, georeferenced outcrop
models that can have multiple uses, and have shown be quite accurate for facies recognition.
Suggestions for Improvement
To make the mapping and modeling process quicker and easier: 1) Images should be
gathered between 20 to 40 ft. (6-12 m) away from the outcrop. This gives the highest resolution
per image and makes modeling time reasonable (hours instead of days). 2) Models should be run
on highest accuracy setting. 3) Drone should be run when the outcrops are in the best light with
the least amount of shadows on cliff faces. These suggestions will save time and energy and
produce the desired results. Having a camera with more megapixels would capture better images
that will produce higher resolution images, but that is a budgetary issue.
Suggestions for Further Study
A possible next step for this research is to compare outcrop models with downhole logs from
wells drilled through a formation to understand if what can be seen on the surface is what is
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understood in the subsurface. The Shannon Member has been drilled very near the surface
outcrops in the study area so it is most likely that what can be seen in outcrop will be correlated
to in the subsurface. This research was conducted specifically on the Shannon Sandstone, but is
likely applicable to many other producing units that have large, not easily accessible outcrops
including the Turner, Parkman and Frontier stratigraphic units.
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APPENDIX A
Outcrop 1 (OC-1)

Figures 35-58 are taken from a model of Outcrop 1 (OC-1). This model was created using
131 images on high resolution for both the photo alignment and dense cloud construction. The
photo alignment step identified 150,432 common points and the dense cloud step located
164,466,238 points. PhotoScan produces an error estimate in meters that is the difference in
location between source (GPS) and estimated camera/marker positions. The total error for this
model was 1.539234 m.

Figure 1: Aerial view of Outcrop 1 (OC-1) after step 2 (photo alignment step).

The northern tip of the outcrop (N Point) is at latitude 43.356818° and longitude -106.251129°.
The southeast point (SE Point) is at latitude 43.355297° and longitude -106.250390°.
The southwest corner (SW Point) is at latitude 43.355001° and longitude -106.252086°.
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Figure 2: Approximate measurement of the west facing cliff of OC-1. Scale (orange line) = 218 m.

Figure 3: Approximate measurement of the south-southeast facing cliff of OC-1(141 m). Scale of this side is the total (359 m)
minus the length of the west side (218 m).
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Figure 4: Approximate measurement of the east-northeast facing cliff of OC-1(180 m). This distance is calculated by subtracting
the distance of the other two (359 m) sides from the total distance (539 m).
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Figure 5: West-facing side of OC-1. Scale = 181 m.
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Figure 6: South-facing side of OC-1. Scale = 140 m.
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Figure 7: East north-east side of OC-1. Scale = 181 m.
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Figure 8: South-facing side of OC-1 with vertical scale. Scale = 30.6 m.
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Figure 9: West north-west-facing side of OC-1 after photo alignment.

Model After Photo Alignment

Figure 10: Oblique south-facing view of OC-1 after photo alignment.
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Figure 11: Oblique west-facing view of OC-1 after photo alignment.

Figure 12: Oblique north-facing view of OC-1 after photo alignment.
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Figure 13: Vertical view OC-1 after photo alignment. Top of picture is south.
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Figure 14: West-facing side of OC-1 after photo alignment.
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Figure 15: East-northeast-facing side of OC-1 after photo alignment.
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Figure 16: South-facing side of OC-1 after photo alignment.

Model After Dense Cloud Construction

Figure 17: Oblique aerial view of OC-1 after dense cloud construction. Top of image is east.
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Figure 18: West-facing side of OC-1 after dense cloud construction.
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Figure 19: Northern corner of OC-1 after dense cloud construction. View facing south.
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Figure 20: Northern point and northeast-facing side of OC-1 after dense cloud construction. View facing southwest.
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Figure 21: East-northeast facing side of OC-1 after dense cloud construction.
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Figure 22: South and east sides of OC-1 after dense cloud construction. Southeast corner in center of image.
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Figure 23: South-facing side of OC-1 after dense cloud construction.
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Figure 24: South-facing and west-facing sides of OC-1 after dense cloud construction. Southwest corner of outcrop near center.

APPENDIX B
Outcrop 2 (OC-2)

Figures 59-72 are images of a model created with 31 images, on the highest resolution
settings for both the photo alignment and dense cloud steps. The alignment step identified 33,301
common points and the dense cloud step identified 3,224,053 points. This model has an error of
2.569394 m.

Figure 25: North-facing side of OC-2 dense cloud.
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72
Figure 26: North-facing side of OC-2 after dense cloud. Scale = 104 m.

Figure 27: Vertical view of OC-2 with camera locations turned on. This shows where the drone was at when each picture was
captured. The 11 blue dots on the right side are camera locations for images that would not properly model.
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Figure 28: West-facing side of OC-2 with GPS locations. The point on the lower right corner is at latitude 43.362031° N,
longitude -106.251661° W. The point in the upper left corner is at latitude 43.362270° N, and longitude -106.251733° W.
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Figure 29: West-facing side of OC-2 after dense cloud construction with outcrop height measurement Scale = 36 m..
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Figure 30: North-facing (left) and west-facing sides of OC-2 after dense cloud construction.
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Figure 31: West-facing (left) and south-facing sides of OC-2 after dense cloud construction.

Figure 32: South-facing side of OC-2 after dense cloud construction. Black hole on the left side is the result of a shadow on the
outcrop at time of photograph.
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Figure 33:East-facing side of OC-2 after dense cloud construction. There is no data here because the images on this side of the
outcrop would not mosaic with the images of the other three sides due to color difference caused by difference in lighting.

Figure 34: Approximate length of north-facing side of OC-2. Scale = 99 m.
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Figure 35: Approximate length of west-facing side of OC-2 = 30 m. Distance calculated by subtracting length of north side (99
m) from total (129 m).

Figure 36: Approximate length of south-facing side of OC-2 = 110 m. This distance is calculated by subtracting length of north
and west sides (129 m) from total distance (239 m).

Figure 37: Approximate length of east side of OC-2 = 25 m. Total length of all sides of OC-2 = 264 m. East side length was
calculated by subtracting total of first three sides (239 m) from total (264 m).
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Figures 72-77 are from a model created using 24 images. This model was run on the
highest settings for both the photo alignment step and dense cloud step. The photo alignment step
located 23,991 common points. The dense cloud construction step identified 42,889,286
common points. The error on this model was 0.780474 m. This model is also of Outcrop 2 (like
Figures 59-71), but the images used to make these models would not mosaic together because
they were taken at different times of day. In order to capture images with the least amount of
shadow on the cliffs images had to be taken at various times of day, but this led to a difference in
lighting and this caused some images to not model together.

Figure 38: East-facing (right) and south0facing side of OC-2 after dense cloud construction.
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Figure 39: East-facing side of OC-2 after dense cloud construction.
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Figure 40: South-facing side of OC-2 after dense cloud construction. Southeast corn of outcrop on the right.

Figure 41: South-facing side of OC-2 (left) and corner of south-facing of OC-3 after dense cloud construction.
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Figure 42: South-facing side of OC-2 with distance measured in PhotoScan. Scale = 143 m.
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Figure 43: PhotoScan layout with east-facing (right) and south-facing sides of OC-2 after dense cloud construction. Top box on the left
contains all the information about the cameras (photos) including latitude and longitude coordinates, altitude, accuracy and error.

APPENDIX C
Outcrop 3 (OC-3)

Figures 78-81 are images taken from a model of the south-facing side of Outcrop 3 (OC3). This model was constructed using 88 images and the highest resolution settings for both
photo alignment step and dense cloud construction step. The photo alignment step located 83,177
common points. The dense cloud step identified 90,389,915 common points. All of these figures
are after the dense cloud construction.
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Figure 44: South-facing side of OC-3. Left (west) point is at latitude 43.36260833° and longitude -106.25027778°. The right (east) point is at latitude 43.363130°
and longitude -106.248338°. Scale = 174 m.

Figure 45: East end of south-facing side of OC-3.

Figure 46: Oblique view of south-facing side of OC-3. View facing northwest. Corner of OC-2 on the left.
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Figure 47: East-facing (right) and south-facing side of OC-3.

Figures 82-99 are images from a model of the west-facing sides of Outcrop 3 (OC-3) that
was constructed using 465 images. This model was run on the highest resolution settings for the
photo alignment and dense cloud construction steps. The alignment step located 403,032
common points and the dense cloud step identified 533,732,408 common points. Figure 85 is
after the photo alignment step; all other figures are after dense cloud construction step.
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Figure 48: Broad view of entire west-facing side(s) of OC-3. Change in color from left (north) to right (east) is due to
difference in lighting at the time of photographs.
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Figure 49: View from the top of west-facing side(s) of OC-3 with GPS coordinates. The north-most point (bottom (Point 1)) is at latitude 43.369588° N and
longitude -106.246844° W. The second point from the bottom (Point 2) is latitude 43.368691° N and longitude -106.248393° W. Third point (Point 3) is
latitude 43.365609° N and longitude -106.250277° W. Top point (Point 4) is latitude 43.362599° N and longitude -106.250317° W.
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Figure 50: Broad view of west-facing side(s) of OC-3 after photo alignment.
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Figure 51: Area between Point 3 and Point 4 of OC-3. Refer to Fig. 83 for point locations.
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Figure 52: Area between Point 2 and Point 3. Refer to Fig. 83 for point locations.
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Figure 53: Area between Point 1 and Point 2 on OC-3. Refer to Fig. 83 for point locations
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Figure 54: Northern end (approximately half) of west-facing side(s) of OC-3.
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Figure 55: South end (approximately half) of west-facing side(s) of OC-3.
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